The Foundation of Guelph General Hospital wishes to express its gratitude to the many individuals, businesses and organizations that have supported Guelph General Hospital through a gift to the Foundation from April 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014.

**$100,000 and above**
- Black Tie Bingo
- Estate of Wilma Ida Zdolski
- Estate of Yvette Davis

**$50,000 - $99,999**
- Estate of Wilma Ida Zdolski
- Estate of Laurene Patterson
- Estate of Yvette Davis

**$25,000 - $49,999**
- Norfolk Street United Church
- Rotary Club of Guelph
- Guelph General Hospital Volunteer Association
- Taste of Guelph

**$10,000 - $24,999**
- 932005 Ontario Inc.
- Anonymous
- The Armishaw Family
- Carere Bridge Enterprises CIBC
- In Loving Memory of David Alan Dyson
- Estate of Earl Ralph McKeeough
- Estate of Laurene Patterson
- Don & Ann Estill
- Glenn Schwantz - Alliance Roofing
- Guelph Firefighters Benevolent Fund
- Mrs. Beth Hawkes, In Memory of Art Hawkes
- J.P. Bickell Foundation
- Sandra, Jessica, Ryan & Jim Jarrell

**$5,000 - $9,999**
- Linamar Corporation
- Lindsay Construction Services
- Nestlé Waters Canada
- William Phillips
- Scotiabank
- The Guelph Tribune
- The Letter M Marketing
- Vincent & Bruna Barzotti & Family
- Wellington Laboratories
- Westminster Woods Community

**$1,000 - $4,999**
- Anonymous
- Estate of Alberta Auger
- BMO Bank of Montreal
- Peter & Judith Colley
- Con Cast Pipe
- Danby Products
- Devlan Construction
- Alex & Susan Frasson
- Frank Hasenfratz
- Inbox Marketer
- Incredible Shrinking Coffee Party
- IODE - Captain Frederick Bond Chapter
- J+J Shared Services
- Kitchener-Waterloo Vasculatory Laboratory
- Knar Jewellery
- L.J. Pearson Foundation
- MacKinnon Transport
- Palmer Audio
- Kevin McKirrick & Garry Wallace
- Dr. John & Leisa Pate
- Scott Pollard
- Ross and Nancy Rowat
- Royal City Nursery
- Serge & Sherry Moraca
- The Family of James & Elaine Slater
- SmithValeriote Law Firm LLP
- Stone Road Mall Golf Tournament
- Strom's Farm
- Synn Studios
- Estate of Stella Tataryn
- The Cowan Foundation
- Travel Professionals International - Guelph
- Triumph Tool Ltd. (The Duffy Family)
- Union Gas Limited - A Spectra Energy Company
- P. Lloyd Windh
- John & Barbara Wood
- Barry Cullen Chevrolet Cadillac Ltd.
- BDO Canada LLP
- Bell Canada
- Shirley & Lorne Bentley
- Bob & Pam Berry
- Steve and Laurel Berry
- Bill Harrison Cellar
- Charlie Bird
- Alex Black - In Memory of Elizabeth M. Black
- BMO Bank of Montreal Corporate Finance Division
- Borden Ladner Gervais LLP
- Dennis Bulani
- Eleanor Burchill
- Elsie Campbell
- Canadian Tire
- William R. Catton
- June Cauthers
- Chair Décor
- In Memory of Jack, Jaye & John Christie
- CIBC Investors Services Inc.
- John L. Clark
- Co-operators Group Ltd.
- Donna & John Core
- Russell Cox
- Creative Frames Inc.
- David Reesor Medicine Professional Corporation
- Dean Palmer Photography
- Delta Guelph Hotel and Conference Centre
- Susan Devaney
Shirley Clayton  
Joyce Church  
Norene Clemes  
Rashmi and Shirish Clerk  
Nancy L. Collett  
Brock and Lisa Colley  
Jane Colwell  
Norma Coole  
Rick and Pamela Costanzo  
Costiff’s Custom Carpentry  
Malcolm J. Coutts  
Regan and Heather Cox  
Coyote Photos  
David Cramer and Shirley Hunt  
Crème Couture  
Charles Cummings  
Sam and Kathryn Cureatz  
Rod and Lise Curran  
David and Peggy Curry  
Cutten Fields  
Mac Davidson  
Rod Davies  
Don and Faye Dawkins  
Deloitte LLP  
Jean Dempsey  
Siegfried Deter  
Annie Devitt  
Morley Deyette  
Mario Di Renzo  
Frank and Mary DiCicco  
Hedley Dimock  
Michael and Carol Dimond  
Neil and Andrea Dowsley  
Dreamstyle Weddings  
Duff’s Fireside Club  
Janet Dunkley  
Joan Dunlop  
Dervilla Patrice Dunn  
Donna Eichler  
Electronic-Cigz.Com  
Rick Eleveld  
Eleanor Jane Elliott  
Roger and Margaret Ellis  
Kenneth and Suzanne Embree  
Kevin and Catherine Embree  
Embree & Company  
Enver’s of Morriston  
Eramosa Physiotherapy Associates  
Erling Erickson  
Susan Evers  
Victor Fantini  
Fiona Rintoul & Assoc. Landscape Architects  
Daniel Fischer  
John and Kristy Fisher  
Edith Fitz-Selmen  
C. Howard and Irene Fleming  
Pat Flewelling  
Doreen Ford  
Sarah Ford  
James Ford and Brenda Coomber  
Judy Fortier  
Linda Fox  
Framing & Art Centre  
Blair and Anne Fraser  
Do Fraser-Proud  
Frederick’s Furniture Gallery  
Stephen and Allison Fry  
Fusion Hair Studio  
Gamsby and Mannerow Limited  
Elizabeth Castle  
Gerry Gemin  
David and Joyce George Gilchrist Chapel - McIntyre & Wilkie  
John Gillelan  
Alvin and Margarete Gillies  
Zlatko and Florence Gojmerac  
Claudia Gori  
Janet Gostonyi  
Granite Transformations  
Greenway Home Products Inc.  
Carol Gregg  
Mark Grice  
Guelph Ceramic Decor Centre Limited  
Guelph Dental Society  
Guelph Infiniti Nissan  
Guelph KIA  
Guelph Medical Laser & Skin Centre  
Guelph Toyota Ltd.  
Elizabeth Guthrie  
Doris Hale  
Jennifer Hall  
David Halls and Robin-Lee Norris  
Halwell Mutual Insurance Company  
Glynis Hamilton  
Kenneth and Eileen Hammill  
Christina Hanson  
Cam Harvey and Jodi Hosking  
Diane E. Harvey  
Hawks Honey & Maple Co.  
Cathie Heeney  
Heffner Motors Ltd.  
Peter and Anne Hendrie  
Sherron Hibbitt  
Joan E. Hicks  
Hillside Festival Company  
Rob and Patti Holody  
Holy Rosary Catholic Women’s League  
Alice Hovorka  
Joyce Howlett  
Eric and Kathie Huber  
James Hunt  
Catherine Hunt  
Norman and Judith Hunter  
Robert and Cathy Hurst  
Brenda Ingratta  
Colin and Maureen Isles  
C. Harold Jackson  
Maneesh and Shikha Jain  
Ken Jenkins  
Melba Jewell  
Lorie Jocius  
Lori Jones  
Marion Joppe  
Mary Joy  
Kahn Custom Jewellery  
Daimon Kennedy  
Kennedy Park  
Kenneth Kerluke  
Frank Kim  
June Kirkby  
Dave Kirvan  
Larry and Heli Kitch  
KMA Contracting Inc.  
Karl and Donna Konietzko  
Steve Kostenuk  
Violet Kram  
Gordon and Vera Kuder  
David and Marilyn Kuhn  
Denis Lahaie  
Allan and Janet Laird  
George Dennis Lamarre  
Paul and Gloria Lambert  
Marie Lance  
Trevor Lee  
David Levy  
Kevin Librach  
Kyrie Little  
Asa Loebel  
Catherine Lovell  
Glenn and Anita Loy Son  
Hien Thuc Ly  
Peter Lyall  
Don MacLennan  
Ian Macleure and  Gwen Robertson  
James Owen and Mary MacNaughton  
George MacNaughton  
Brendan and Lisa MacNeil  
Paul MacPherson  
Malcolm MacRae  
Nipun Madan  
Jamie Malleau  
Manhattans Pizza Bistro and Music Club  
David Mannis  
Maple Leafs Sports and Entertainment Ltd.  
Maria Pezzano Studio Boutique  
Ken and Tanya Mark  
Marlene Jofriet Studio  
William Marquardt  
John and Heather Marshall  
Nancy Martin  
Robert and Patricia Mason  
Barry and Bettianne Matheson  
Paul and Lynn Mayhew  
Michael Mayr  
Alan J. McAlees  
Doreen McAlister  
James Bernard McAlpine  
Mac and Pat McCallum  
Patricia McCraw  
Mike and Stephanie McCrone  
Ken McDaniel  
Janice McDermott  
Allan and Patricia McFadden  
Lois McFee  
Reg and Gail McKeen  
John McKenna  
John E. McKinstry  
Kevin McKirrick  
Peter W. McMullen  
Medieval Times, Toronto  
Elmer and Emily Menzie  
Meridian Credit Union  
Douglas Miller  
Walter and Lady Misek Misericordia Health Centre Foundation  
Richa Mittal  
Caroline Moen  
John Mogk  
Mefftu Ahmed  
Mohammed Shoab Munir  
Marsha Murphy  
Michael T. Murray  
Sharon Murray-Regan
Under $250

1801340 Ontario Inc.
Aberfoyle Mill Restaurant
Access Systems Ltd.
Erika Adam
Gerald Adams
Jan Adamski
G. Addison
Margaret Alexander
Lee Allan
Betsy Allan-Puthon
Brian Allen
Marnie Allen
Phyllis Anderson
Andy's Haulage Ltd.
Angelino's Fresh Choice Market
Paul Ante
Andrea Appleton
Aquaturf Sprinkler Services
Donald and Gerda Aram
Wayne Archer
Ron and Jane Armstrong
Norman J. Armstrong
John and Eileen Arnold
Jenny Arnott
Sheila Artus and Ed Gilmet
Terry Artuso
Mike Atkins
John Auger
Al Babin
Sheik Bacchus
Susan Bacon
Barbara K. Bain
David Bain
Adeline B. Bajurny
George E. Baldwin
Robert Ball
Balnar Management Ltd.
John Bamber
Pasquale and Emilia Banducci
Linda Bannon
Sharon Barker
John Barry
Aubrey Bartle
Gail Bartlett
Rose Barzotti
Helen Base
Kenneth and Karen Bateman
Shane Bateman and Ryan Truscott
Orvie Bauman

National Bank of Canada
Michele Nelson
Fred and Ingrid Neufeld
Milan Nevolka
Henry Niederwieser
Northbridge Insurance
Olympic Honda
Tom O’Neill
Craign and Marion Otto
Ouderkirk & Taylor
OX Restaurant
Bob and Anne Paconik
Rob Page
Helmut Pahl
Paramount Sports
Sandra Parmegiani
Mohan Patel
Paul Moran Insurance Group Inc.
Carlo Peruscello
James Phelps Medicine Professional
Roger and Cheryl Phillips
Colleen Pickthall
Pioneer Fine Furniture Ltd.
Wayne and Maureen Pitman
Nick Plaskos
John and Lori Pollice
E.M. Mae Potton
Premier Environmental Services Inc
Corrie Prince
Puresource
Alan Quarry
Margaret Raeside
Al and Helen Raftis
Ralston Metal Products Ltd.
Wayne and Maureen Pitman
Nick Plaskos
John and Lori Pollice
E.M. Mae Potton
Premier Environmental Services Inc
Corrie Prince
Puresource
Alan Quarry
Margaret Raeside
Al and Helen Raftis
Ralston Metal Products Ltd.
Ken and Margaret Reeve
Scott Reid
Reif Estate Winery
Steven and Leonie Reinhart
Bob and Eileen Renton
Harry Richardson
Douglas Roach Medicine Professional Corporation
Henry Robertson
Robertson Brown Health Services
Don and Mildred Robinson
Maurice S. and Beverly Robinson
Robinson Buick GMC
Rodd Hotels & Resorts
Carlos Rodrigues
Sylvia Rodriguez
Gladys Rogers
Keith Ronald
William Rose
Ronald and Winnifred Ross
Bob Ross
James and Harriet Ross
Rotary Club of Guelph South
Aser Rothstein
Cheryl and Nicholas Ruddock
Nicholas and Cheryl Ruddock
Glenda Rumney
Chris Russell and Kathleen Grace
Patricia Russell
Rino Salvador
David and Elizabeth Sandals
William Sande
Terry Schmidt and Kate Webster
Peter and Joy Schuurman
Charles Schuurman
Robert and Marjorie Scott
Larry and Shirley Scott
Clay and Jacqui Seabrook
Merle Seegmiller
Raza Shah
David and Carol Shaw
Andree Hoogendoorn
James Sinkeldam
Ian Sirett
Helmut and Dana Slisarenko
Juanita Smart
Rob Snyder
Peter Somerville
Sorbora Schumacher McCann LLP
Steve Sorcik
Sound Samson Entertainment
Ryan Southwood
Matthew Stanley
Starlight Starbright Children's Foundation Canada
Steam Whistle Brewing
Judy Steele
Ray and Dianne Steinke
Christopher Stemerding and Valerie Blackmore
Doug and Barb Stephens
Peter and Alison Stonehouse
Studio 17
Jayne Suzuki
Swan Moving and Storage
Thomas E. Synnott
Target Canada
Norman and Bea Taylor
TD Canada Trust
TD Wealth
The Achievement Centre
The Athletic Club
The Woolwich Arrow
Margaret Thomas
Gordon and Gail Thorpe
Anna Lisa Tierra
Joe Tindale
Tip Top Tailors
James Tough
Robert Treleaven
J. Paul and Jean Truex
Annelies Tudor
Annette Twist
Union Gas Limited
Marti Valeriote
Patricia van der Kroft
Lane and Sya Van Geest
David and Gael van Veen
Vernon Smith Furniture & Appliances
Agostino Vidotto
Vitality Fitness Studios
Brenda Waite
Fred Waring
Jennifer Waterston
Brad Watson
Wayne Pitman Ford Lincoln Inc.
Wellington Cakes
Dr. Timothy Wesley-James Medicine Prof. Corp
Westwood Dental Group
Alan and Wilna Wheatley
Celia Whitworth
Irene Williams
G. Ronald Williams
Russell and Peggy Willoughby
Hazel D. Wilson
Blair Wilson
Lillian Wilson
Vietta Wilson
David and Christine Wood
Ted and Joan Woods
L.J. Wozniak
Wynne and Hermina Wright
Pei-Hui Tang
Scott and Betty-Ann Young

…and many anonymous donors
BCI Marketing Partners
Brian Beattie
Joan Bechard Hett
Paul and Sherrill Becker
Durga and Lynn Beharry
Shelley Bellamy
Margaret Belluz
Glenna Bennett
Renate Benson
Christopher Barlow
Berge Hearing Clinic
Dolores Bergin
Bernardi Precast Inc.
Stenna Berry
Jeane Best
Arnold and Marjorie
Bethune
Dora Bewick
Bin 23
Ivan and Jean Bird
Chris Bird
Vera Blake
Ray Blower
Blush
Donald and Joyce Blyth
Dean Boswell
Carl and Audrey
Bousfield
Nezha Boutamine
David Bowers
Ross Bowes
Randy Boyd
David and Therese Boyer
Pauline Bradey
Ernest and Gloria
Bradford
Eva Brandenburg
Maria Brasil
William Bray
Kenneth and Pauline
Breitman
J. Brett
Wayne Bracknell and
Maria Roman-Bricknell
Stephen Brigden
Marg Brimblecombe
Jim and Judy Britton
Alessandro Brombal
Mabel Anne Brouwer
Henry and Mary Brown
Douglas and Patricia
Brown
Mitchell Brown
Julie Brown-Hallman
Peter Browning
Budd Stores Co. Limited
Beverly Bueckert
Melissa Buenaventura
Ben Buitendyk
Lynn Bunce
Lucy Burleigh
Burnham Insurance & Financial Services Ltd.
Pamela Burt
John D. Butters
Shirley A. Byrne
David Calvert
Joan Cameron
Nat Campagnolo and Karen Piotta
Marjorie Campbell
Janet Campbell
Phuong Cao
Cargill Meat Solutions
Jo Carmichael
Isabel Carr
Michael and Beryl Carrigan
Cassoulet Catering
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Ceccato
Centre Wellington District High School
Thea Chamberlain
Wilma F. Cheesman
Janet Chevalier
Sok Hong Chhior
Kry S. Chhior
Rudy and Sandra Chiarandini
Kyoko Chiba
Douglas Choong
Milan Chovanec
Ken Chow
Nancy Clarke
Shirley Clarke
Edythe Clayton
Marg Clow
Allan and Sheila Coburn
Jerome and Mary Codrington
Gordon Coll
Allan Colter
Anna Connolly
Marian Cormick
Carol Cowan
Eleanor Cowper
Gordon and Margaret Cox
William Cox
Linda Craig and Richard Broadwith
Stephen Crann
Marion Crawford
Colleen Crawford
Cathy Cremasco
Clyde and Ruth Cressell
Deb Crispin
Joe Croft
Evelyn Crosby
Betty Crowe
Carl and Beverley Cryderman
Edith Cryderman
Bill Currie
Gillian Cuthbert
Fred and Ruth Dahms
Dan Dalzell
Ronald A. Darling
Jim and Fran Darlington
Cameron and Donna Davidson
Tova Davidson
Diane Davis
Karlin Dawkins
Bert De Ridder
Adriaan De Vries
Marion DeKruyf
Delhi Street Bistro
Douglas Dennis
Merirose dePooter
Joseph Devin
Claudio Di Lello
Trudy Dickinson
Trevor and Lucille Dickinson
Brent Difley
Luigi DiGravio
Carol Dilworth
Ben and Iva DiRenzo
Anne Dmtriuc
Brendon and Brenda Doherty
Myrna Donaldson
Bevan and Audrey Donaldson
Julio DosSantos
Downtown Guelph Business Association
Anna Dreer
Ingrid Driussi
Susan Drost
Todd Duffield
John Dunham
Oscar Dupasquier
Ron and Eleanor Durst
Richard Dynes
Dave Eagles
Emer Earley
Earley Integrated Therapies
Donald and Jean Early
Melvin Eby
Robert and Lu Eccles
Elizabeth C. Ecclestone
Edible Arrangements
Electrolux Major Appliances
Elizabeth Elliott Medicine Professional Corp
C. George Elliott
Estate of Elspeth Elliott
Margaret J. Ellis
Sara V. Elo
Jane Engels
William Ennis
Robert Erickson
Kathleen Erskine
Patricia Eton-Neufeld and Gerald Neufeld
Gord and Bonnie Evans
Al Everett
Mr. & Mrs. Lino Fabbian
Alan Fair
Karen Farbridge and Peter Cameron
Judie Faurschou
Silvio Favrin
Charles and Mary Ferguson
Kenneth and Joyce Ferguson
Anthony and Jean Ferraro
Cristina Ferreira
Elizabeth Ferrie
Wilfred Ferwerda
Fifth Avenue Collection - Linda MacDonald
George Fisher
Isabel Fisk
Bill and Jean Fitzpatrick
Doug Fitzsimmons
George C. Fleming
Albert C. Fligg
Mr. & Mrs. M. Floto
Cynthia Folzer
Paul and Patricia Forth
Julia Forward
Colin and Ernestine Foster
Jules Foute Nelong
Richard Frank
Anne Franklin
Freddy's Hair styling
Eva Freeburn
Olive French
George and Mary Frid
Friends In Our Kitchen
Agnes From
David and Dorothy Fulton
Raymond D. Funnell
Wendy Furness
Fusion Homes
Glen and Lois Gabel
Angelo Gaetan
Ryszard and June Gajewski
Ann Gallagher
Grant and Evelyn Gammie
Doug and Barb Gamsby
Patriafely Gantioqui
Fred Luscher
Barbara Luzzi
Suu Thi Ly
Barbara MacDonald
Gordon and Bonnie
MacFarlane
Evelyn Roth-MacInnes
Janet I. MacInnes
Cathy MacInnis
Evelyn Mackay
Margaret MacKinnon
Neil and Valerie
MacKinnon
John MacLeod
Ajay Madan
Richard and Elizabeth
Madder
Magic 106.1/
1460 CJAY
Cyril Mahy
Marjorie Mann
Carlo Mann and Jen
Pettersen
Robert Manning and
Helene Beausoleil
Richard Marchand
Nella Marconi
Nora Marcy
Anton Markovinovic
Debra Marshall
John and Heather
Marshall
Brian Marshall
Maurice Martin
Samuel and Margaret
Martin
Mario Martinez
Master Mechanic Milton
Robert and Doris McCaig
Joyce McCall
McClurkin Ahier &
Company LLP
Russell McCourt
R. Frank McCowan
Fiona McCrea and
Philip Stachnyk
Michelle McCullum
Anne McCutcheon
John and Marlene
McFadden
Walter and Maureen
McFee
Phil McGee
Morris McGinnis
Erin McGregor
Jean McNees
Sharyn McKee and
Declan Whelan
Norman McKenzie
Dave McKenzie
Monique McKerracher
Gary and Judith
McKendree
Ross and Carol McKinnell
Cameron McKenzie
Sandra McLachlan
Don and Susan McLachlin
Ronald and Barbara
McLean
Rejean and Jacqueline
McLean
Elvin J. McNally
Jane McNamara
Alan McNaughton
Cathie McPhedran
Dan McPherson
Gerry Meinzer
Baozhong Meng
Jacqueline Meron
Rod Meron
John Merritt
Matthew Middleton
Ann Middleton
Brenda Middleton
Harry Mielke
Norbert and Donna Mika
Milburn Sales and Service
Inc.
Milestones Grill & Bar
J. Desmond Millar
Philip Miller
Anupama Mishra
Margaret Mitchell
Mary Mitchell
Gauri Mittal
Christina Moffatt Incledon
Bob and Edna Mogk
Howard Mollison
Jozef and Anka Molnar
Benny and Paula Monoico
Wayne Monte
Terri Monte
Dan Montgomery
Margaret R. Moon
Colleen Mooney
Scott and Sheri Moore
Doris Morgan
Alan and Valerie Morrell
Peter and Jean Morris
Ann Morris
Dennis Morris
David Morrow and
Johanne Blansche
Chris Moulton
Moxie's Grill & Bar
Dan and Susan Moziar
MPAC
Mike Muffels
Blanche Mulhall
Jane Murray
Geraldine Mary Murray
Brenda Nailor
Iris Namis
Hamid and Basma Nasser
Ross Nazar
Neeb Engineering Inc.
Geoff Newton
Bill and Sharon Nichols
Doreen Nicklin
Donna Nielsen
Wilhelmina Nieuwenhof
Kathleen Nilsson
Madeline Nixon
Inez Noguchi
Douglas E. Norman
Anne Norris
North America
Construction (1993)
Ltd.
Gary and Kay Norwell
NU Consignment
John Oliver
Jeff Ollerhead
Vicky Osborne
Fred and Elaine Osburn
Aleksandra Osika
P.J. Banerjee Medicine
Prof Corp
Kendra Pagnan
Paul Pagnan
Ken Pagniez
Dr. N. Parent Medicine
Professional
Corporation
Jean Parisotto
Craig Parker
Parker's Cleaners
Karin Parkin
Kevin Parott
Donald and Ruth Parr
Giuseppe Pascetta
Samir Patel
Ivan R. Patterson
Maria Pawlowski
John and Myra Pearce
Ellen Pearson
Cindy Pearson
PEI's Finest Golf Courses
Linda Penny
Natasha Pereira-Hong
Charles Perrott
Donald Perry
Florence Perry
Hilda Peterson
Steven Petrie
Frank Petty
Kathleen Pfaff
Margaret M. Pfeiffer
Dung Phan
James Phelps
James and Gwen Phillips
John and Gay Phillips
Robert Pilkey
Gail Pindar
Don and Charlene Pinksen
Gordon and Mary Pipher
Manuel Meireiros Pires
and Maria Natalia
Pires
P J's Restaurant in the
Atrium
Sandra Pobega
Edward and Betty Pollock
Gabriel Eduard Popesecu
Mary Popp
Ralph and Evelyn Porter
Portuguese Mario's
Grillhouse and
Catering
James and Orma Prentice
Pretty Chic Boutique
Elwood Price
Marion Quarrie
Sherry Quehl
Harold and Marilyn Quinn
Donald and Elizabeth
Raalfaub
Don and Audrey Rae
Don and Reta Raegele
Ralph Porter Enterprises
Inc.
William Rankin
Sean and Pauline Rea
John P. Readman
Cindy Reantaso-Lenz
Christina Redmond
Randy Remigis
Emmy Reyes
Claudio Ricci
William Richardson
Ben and Sheri Rier
Susan Rietzsch
Sharon Riley-Persson
Domingo Rimando
Gwen Ritcey
RNAO - Wellington
Chapter
Shirley Robertson
Patrick and Audrey
Robinson
Susan Robinson
Mary Rodgers
Rogers Communications
Inc
George and Leita Root
Fariba Roozbayany
Hugh and Marilyn Rose
David and Susanna
Rosebush
Mary Ross Hendriks
Alicja Zachertowska
Anne-Marie Zajdlik
Songxiang Liang
Luigino and Vittoria Zilio
…and many anonymous donors

Under $100

1456488 Ontario Inc.
566431 Ontario Limited
Michelle Abel
Sadie Abou
Accurate Litho & Print
Acqua Hair Salon
Donald Adams
John Adams
Dorothy Adlington
Murray Adlington
Dr. Anil Agarwal
Medicine Professional Corp.
Anjela Ahadie
Farzana Ahadie
Athar Ahmad
Airpark Cafe
Heather Akin
Anthony Akomah
Elfriede Alberts
Jack and Gwen Alex
Karen Alexopoulos
Alfred State College
Huguette Allaire
M. Lynn Allan
Angela Allen
Betty Allen
Ron and Agnes Allen
Sheila Jennifer Allen
John Allenson
Nancy Allin
P.M. Almond
Firas Al-Qadhi
Giuseppe and Anna Anastasio
Kathleen Ancker
Annette Anderson
Doug and Valerie Anderson
Lorraine Anderson
Cathy E. Andrews
Peter and Hamelore Angermann
Rosemarie Anich-Erickson
Janet Ankli
Catina Anselmini
Mike and Vittoria Anselmini
Sharon Anthony
Marianne Antic
Wafaa Antonious
Appetizingly Yours
Patricia Appleton
Marcello and Joanne Aquilina
Tony Arabia
Alfonso Aragon
Mr. & Mrs. Emilio Aramini
Arvo and Sue Arget
Jane Ariss
Giovanni Armellini
Theresa Armstrong
David and Sylvia Arnold
Art Gallery of Ontario
Gerrard and Diana Artuso
Frank and Francesca Ascrizzi
Dorothy Assad
Atmosphere
Nancy Atwood
Jerry Auger
Douglas and Elaine Auld
Dave Ausma
Dan Babbio
John Baccin
Kristin Baetz
Randy Bagg
Barbara Baggio
Mr. & Mrs. S. Baggio
Rose Baggio
Norm and Marion Baier
Joan Baker
Mark and Anne Marie Baker
Willa Baker
J. Balanoff
Judith Bali
Sukumar Banerjee
Dilip Banerji
Jennifer Banks-Otto
Rick and Diane Barber
Nando and Joyce Barbieri
Gudrun Barbour
John and Rochelle Barnum
Christian Baron
Joan Barr
Gloria Baseglio
Lois Batchelor
Betty Bates
Donald Bates
Ken and Leona Bates
Leah Batty
Henry and Erla Bauman
Clara C. Baxter
Rich Beamish
Emmy Beauchamp
Alexander and Susan Beaumont
Gail Beerman
Dianne Beirnes
Tom Beisel
Debbie Beitz
Kim Beitz
Margaret Bell
Teresina Bellai
Mrs. R. Beltrame
Terrijane Belyea
Evelyn Benallick
Netta Benazon
Bend All Automotive Inc.
Fred and Evelyn Bennett
Christina Benyair
Susan Berces
Shirley H. Berch
Noreen Beresford
George and Millie Berry
Roger Berry
Sandra Berry
John Betik
Lise Betteridge
Corina Laura Beu
Mary Ann Bewick
J. Derek Bewley
Yongmei Bi
Leslie and Monica Bibby
Elvira Bigam
Andria Bitton
Douglas Black
Margaret Black
Black's Photo Corp
Blackshop Restaurant
Cynthia Blades
Stewart and Diane Blair
Susan Blair
Wayne Blankenhorn
Dan Blaskievich
M. Blatherwick
Yuval Bloch
Don Blok
Mary Blydor
Scott Blyth
Freda Bock
John Boddy
Nora Boden
Mel and Jenny Boelens
Angela Boggis
Wilma Bohl
Arnold R. Bolliger
Robin and Barbara Bolton
Egidio Bolzon
Inez Bolzon
Luigia Bolzon
Maria Bolzon
Mark Bolzon
Sergio Bolzon
Mr. & Mrs. Luigi Bonaldo
Rita Bonesso
Alfredo and Enrichetta Bonin
James and Susan Bonnell
Bookshelf
Allan Boonstra
John and Clara Boorsma
P.M. Bordignon
Borealis Grille & Bar
Joanne Bornino
Jean Borovilos
Germano Bortolon
Albino Bortolon
Vince and Toni Bortolon
Irma Bosa
Wilda Bostwick
Joan Bot
Lido Bot
Dorothy Botter
Steve Boucher
Agnes Boudreau
Nicolas Bourget
Keith Bovell
Ellen Bowden
Steve and Debbie Bowier
Dan and Catherine Bowmaster
Marian Box
Allan Boyd
Walter Boyd
Andrea Boylan
Richard Boyle
Brian Brady
John Roy Bramhill
Barbara Bremner
Helen Brennan
Sheila Briand
John Donald Bride
John and Lori Bridge
Ken and Betty Bridges
Billie Bridgman
Fred and Margot Brill
Gary Britton
Ron and Donna Brix
Kevin Brodie
Peter Broersma
F. Brombal
Nancy and Patrick Brooker
Doug and Ruth Brooks
Susan Brooks
Lloyd and Shirley Broostad
Catherine Brown
John and Bonnie Brown
Paul Brown
Veronica Brown
William and Vivian Brown
Charles and Marie Brownlee
Marcel Dore
Mary Dormany
Harold and Jessie Dorscht
Pat and Dot Doucette
Trevor and Stacey Douglas
Lenora Dowling
Brian Down
Marjatta Downie
Christopher Drake
Drayton Entertainment
Dressings
George Drexler
John Drexler
Lee Drexler
Robert and Barbara Drohan
Brian Dudley
Larry Duff
James Duffield
Joyce Duffield
Murray and Margaret Duffield
Patrick T. Duffy
Herbert Duncan
Duncan-McPhee
Kathy Dunn
Deirdre Dunne
Louise Durigon
Vincent Duronio
Wilfred Duval
Gail P. Dyson
Mary Edgar
William and Hazel Eason
East Side Mario's Restaurant
Emmanuel Ebini
Charline Edwards
Mercedes Elaco
Robert and Anna Elgie
Valerie Elkeer
Elaine Ellery
Matthew and Connie Elliot
George and Mary Elliott
Margaret Odell Elliott
Lois Ellis
Ronald Ellison
Ellridge Memorial Fund
Cindy Embro
Jeffrey Erbrecht
Gabriel and Mary Eros
Dorothy Eston
Catherine Evans
Douglas and Norma Evans
Ross Evans
Tom Evans
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Fahey
Gordon Henry Fair
Kenneth Fair
Shelley Falconer
Minnie Falkins
Nella Fantin
Adrianna Fantini
Theodore S. and Anne Farley
Laura Farthing
Fat Duck Gastro Pub
Joe Favaro
Angelo and Sharlene Fazzari
Catherine Fazzari
Frank and Karen Fazzari
Mike and Denise Fazzari
Paul Fazzari
James Fenn
Shirley Fennell
Jean Ferguson
Marshall and Edna Ferguson
Luciano and Pasqualina Ferraro
Ruth Field
Robert Fieldhouse
Fifth Avenue Collection - Karen Simoneau
Carlos Figuereira
Robert and Chris Finamore
Mary Findlay
Scott Findlay
Rick and Anna Finoro
Fionn MacCool's, Guelph
John and Theresa Fischer
Olga Fischer
Fit Paws - Dog Walking
Joan Fitchett
Brian Fitzpatrick
Lois Fitzpatrick
Clarence Fixter
Hermina Fleet
Cheryl Fleming
Donald Fletcher
Joyce Flewelling
Wilma Florence
Flour Barrel Inc.
Muriel Flynn
George Fonte
Food Basics- Store 862
TerriAnn Ford
Bill Forestell
Janice Forestell
Tom and Barb Forestell
Pierre Forget
Isabel Forsythe
Mike Fortin
Mary Foster
Joanne Fountain
Catherine Francuz
Kathy Frank
Michele Franklin
Rachel Franklin
Veronica Fraresso
Donna Fraser
Janet Fraser
Josephine Fraser
Robert Fraser
Mary Helen Frawley
Tracy Freeman
Martina Freitag
Dr. Oded Friedman Medicine Professional Corp.
Barbara Friend
Brad and Ann Fritzley
Mary Frontini
Jim Furfaro
Lori Furfaro
Ron and Shirley Furness
Don and Nancy Fusco
Ada Gador
Helene Gador
Dora Gagliardi
Ginette Gagnon
Anonymous
Anna Gallina
Norman and Donalda Galloway
Dr. Patti Galvin Medicine Professional Corp.
Karen Gamble
Rosario Gano
Antonietta Garaffa
Tony Garaffa
Roberta Garber
Isabel Garcia
Shirley Garcia
Gardiner Museum
Louise Garton
Edward and Stella Gasior
Maureen Gaskin
John Gatto
Oscar Gatto
Danielle Gazzola
Ines Gazzola
Robert Gendreau
Ruby Gentile
Linda George
Gerald Hollinger Medicine Professional Corp.
Shelly Geremia
Anthony and Celia Gibbs
Daniel Gibson
Peter and Marilyn Gifford
John William Gilbert
Elizabeth Giles
Jasbir Gill
Doug and Patricia Gillan
Marjorie Gillespie
Shirley Gillis
Bonnie Gilliss
Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore Giovinazzo
Sal Giovinazzo
Teresa Giovinazzo
Glenn Loy Son Medicine Prof Corp
Carm Gligor
John and Elizabeth Gmur
Consuelo Gobbato
John Gobbi
Terry Gobbi
Anne Godfrey
Nancy Godwin
Luigia Goegen
Louis and Elizabeth Goldstein
Frank and Vicki Golemba
John and Carolyn Goll
Norman Goodale
Vera Goodfellow
Jacques Gosselin
Albert Gostel
Mary Goyer
Robert Grace
Marta Grande
Richard Grant and Ann Kearns-Grant
Jean M. Gray
Margaret Anna Gray
Rob and Judy Gray
Connie Grazziotto
Glady's Green
Lynn Greenblatt
Bzia Greene
Brian and Shanon Gregory
Grey Rock
Jamie Grimoldby
John and Nicola Groenewegen
Mary Grosicki
Margaret Grove
Douglas Gruber
Kelly Grzesik
David and Sylvia Guardiero
Guelph General Hospital - Emergency Department
Guelph Museums
Guelph Wellington Men's Club
Anna Guertin
Clarence Guse
Dr. & Mrs. Frank Guthrie
Rita Hackett
Donald and Harriet Haddy
Antonie Haga
Jane Halkett
Bob and Janice Hall
David Hall
Margaret Hall
Stan and Jay Hall
Christine Hamilton
Clifford and Susan Hamilton
James and Doreen Hamilton
Judy Hamilton
Ruth M. Hamilton
Jane Hammingh
John Hammond
Michael and Carolyn Hanlon
David Harding
Lee Hardy
Iris Harman
Edna Harper
Margaret Harper
Antoinette Harris
Sharon Harrison
Audrey Patricia Harrod
Connie Hart
Bill Hartung
Inez Hartung
Janis Hasler
Gord and Kay Hasson
Gord Hasson
Jason and Michele Hasson
Hatch Industries Limited
Linda Hathorn
Kevin Hattle
Brent Haugen
Dianne Hawes
Patricia A. Hawkins
Miles Hayes
Dee Hazelaar
Michael Heeg and M. Claire Breakey Heeg
Tom and Audrey Henderson
Donna Hendry
Yvette Herold
Dorothy Herron
Susan E. Hersey
Dr. James C. Hewak Medicine Professional Corp.
James and Lise Hewak
Blair Hickey
Bill Higgins
Pamela Higgins
Ronald Higgins
James Hill
Keith and Patricia Hill
Margaret Hill
Bernice Hillier
Joseph Hilverda
Ken and Merle Hincks
Werner Hinrichs
Robyn Hiskett
Frank Hlisic
HMV Canada
Sophie Ho
Scott Hodgins
Murray and Noreen Hogdkinson
Edmund and Emilie Hoerd
Steven Hoey
Shirley Ann Holmes
John Holt
Robert Holtslander
Holy Trinity Philoptohos Greek Society of Guelph
Jane Honeyman
Tri-Chau Hong
Pat Hood
Robert Hooker
Murray Hooper
Shirley Hooper
Terry Hori
George Hougham
M. Douglas Hoult
Doreen Houston
Jacklyn Houston
Hugh Howard
Bette Howe
Anna Hrycyk
Mike Hry
Elaine Hubbard
Barbara Huber
Rose Huber
Paul and Louise Huether
Melanie Hughes
Ursula Humphries
Elizabeth Hunter
Michael and Anne Hunter
Zoltan and Nancy Hunyady
J. Frank and Gertrude Humik
Gwen Hurst
Khumar Huseynova
Tamara Hutchings
Bruce and Sally Hutton
Sam Hutton
Lily Hyndman
I Love Chocolate
IBM Canada Ltd
Dan Ilic
Rao Immacolata
John and Edna Inglis
Patricia Inkol
William Inkol
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
David and Joan Ireland
Sandra Irving
Saverio and Rose Italiano
Stella Izaryk
Barbara Izzillo
Diana Jackson
James Jackson
Jean Jackson
Jeanne C. Jackson
Nellie Jagt
Aisha Jahangir
Emily Jaklic
Dennis Jamieson
Hugh Jamieson
John Jansen
Heather Jarrett
Hari Singh Jassal
Helen Jeffery
Ken and Ann Jeffrey
Joyce Jeffreys
Audrey Jenkins
Dan and Julie Jenkins
James Jennings
Peggy Jensen
Joanne Jobin
Angela Jobson
Audrey Johnson
Margaret Johnson
Maureen Johnson
Nancy Johnson
William Johnson
L.A. Johnston
Sandra Jokic
Sumeena Jolly
Fred and Rosemary Jones
Jean Jones
Judy Moore
Jean Jull
Juno Electric
William and Pauline Justin
K.A.T. Farms Ltd.
Lorene Kaine
Nipa Kakuda
James Kanasy
Lyndon Kannenberg
Jim and Mary Karayannopoulos
Anne Kearsley
John Keating
Krissztina Kecskes
Rosemary Keeling
Keg Restaurants Ltd.
Maurice and Esetta kehoe
Eunice Keir
Keith T. Bovell Medicine Professional Corp.
David Keleher
Jean Kells
Joseph Kelly
Ian and Paula Kelso
Janny Kemper
Kennon Metal Ltd.
Karen Kent
Donna Kerbel
Allen and Elizabeth Kerr
Ronald Kerr
Terry Kerrigan
David and Evelyn Ketten
Brenda Key
Luisa Kidd
Rodney Kidnie
Joonsang Kim
Mary King
King Cleaners
Kingsway Service Centre
Y.C. Kimnear
Ruth Kirby
Jackie Kirk
John Kiss
Ali Klaver
Tys and Helen Klaver
C Kleinveld
Jacob Klimstra
Linda Knight-Archer
Alan and Joan Knowles
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Knox
Bernice Kobe
Rita Kocher
Erna Koebel
Agnes Kolodziejczak
Marlene Kostal
Kiyoko "Kay" Kotani
Dr. Dan Kottachi
Medicine Professional Corp.
Michael and Clara Kristoff
Carol Kritz
Judy Krusky
Katie Krusky
Diane Kuhlmann
Dirk Kunst
Rita Kwant
La Luma Academy
Giuseppe and Erminia Lacivita
Gino and Lorna Lago
Graziano Lago
Marcello and Zoe Lago
William and Marie Laidlaw
Judy Lalonde
Jaspree Lamba
Sue Lambden
Betty Lambert
L.M. Lancaster
Lenora Landherr
Tammy Thomson
Orpha Thrasher
Wendy Thrasher
Marjorie Tiessen
Tim Hortons
Time After Time Fine Furniture
M Tolton
Angelo and Susan Tonin
Gino and Eileen Tonin
Robert and Lillian Topan
TOPS (2614 Guelph)
Toronto and Region Conservation for The Living City
Nadia Toscan-McLay
Mary J. Tosh
John and Jean A. Tovell
Ewa Traczyk
Thomas Trainor
Duyet Tran
Don Tredger
Jean Tremblay
Clayton Tremble
Guido Trento
Virgínio P. Trento
June Trento-Reynolds and Brian Reynolds
Alfonso Trevisan
Bruce Tripp
Janet Trowbridge
Tom and Antonia Tsilikas
Georgenia Tutty
Jelena Ugrinov
Kathy Ugrinov
Leno and Laura Uliana
Remo Uliana
United Way of Peel Region
Upper Grand District School Board
Jasmine Urisk and Tyrone Clarke
Marion Usborne
Mr. & Mrs. Marcello Vadari
Peter and Brenda Vair
Esther Valeriote
Frank Valeriote MP
Norine Valeriote
Rosalinda Vallester
Les and Karen Van Dongen
Todd Van Hal
Richard Van Heeswijk
Frank and Joanne Van Heeswyk
Cheryl Van Hellemond
Peter Van Koooy
Peter VanderPryt
Peter and Lee-Anne Varga
Vasanti Shende Medicine Professional Corp.
Hugh Vasey
Harvey Veillette
Tony and Trish Vella
Rahul Verma
Gord Vessie
Renate Vetter
William Vickery
Victoria Park Valley Golf Club
Edna Vilbar
Teresita Vilbar
Peter and Bonnie Villhauer
David and Kathryn Virgin
Joe and Erselia Visentin
Shirley Visentin
Mike and Barbara Vizi
Dieter Voigt
Frank Vosos
William Vorvis
Anna Waclawek
Barry and Stephanie Wagar
June Wagner
Scott and Amy Walbridge
Chris and Janice Wale
Cherrill Walker
Karen Walker
Mrs. G.E. Walker
Mary Wall and Don Cherry
Philip Walsh
Susan Walton
Mylène Ward
Robert and Ella Ward
Donald Wardell
Robert Roy Warne
Stan and Patricia Wasyliw
Robert Waterman
Arthur Waters
Roy Waters
John and Laura Watling
Ian and Shiona Watson
Kenneth and Celia Webb
John and Louise Weber
Justina Weber
Barbara Webster
Barbara Webster
Jeanne Wellhauser
Wellington Law Association
Bill and Ruthie Anne West
Brent West
Evelyn Westrop
Liz White
Bill and Debbie Whyte
Margaret Whyte
Marcus Wickert
Jim Wiggins
Wild Rose
Margaret Wiley
Jeff Wilford
Alan and Maureen Williams
Brian Williams
David and Sue Williams
Lilian Williams
Alice Willis
David and Greta Willis
Phil Willis
Richard Willis
Jean Wittitts
Lynn Wilmer
Cal Wilson
Frank Wilson
James Wilson
Randy and Lucille Wilson
Sonja Wilson
Zephera Wilson
Geraldine Winer
John and Shirley Winer
Frank Witchey
Aaron Woeller
Byron Woeller
Lester and Donna Wong
Barbara Wood
John & Barbara Wood
Gordon Woodall
Judy Woods
George and Margaret Woolmer
Judi Woolmer
Dr. Wayne & Mrs. Anne Wright
Peter and Monika Wright
Samuel Wright
Vivian Wylie
Wally Yam
Marilyn Yeoman
Marilyn Young
Robert Young
William and Lorraine Young
Sophia Zaborowski
Maged Zaki
Patricia Zavitz
Walter Zawada
Pauline Zeijlstra
Peter A. Zess
Elmer J. Zettel
Nancy Zettel
Anna Ziliro
Donald Zuccala
George and Norma Zuccala
...and many anonymous donors

Heritage Society

Our Heritage Society members have made arrangements for future gifts through vehicles such as bequests in wills and life insurance policies.

Bryan & Amy Atkinson
Suzanne Bone
Eleanor Burchill
In memory of Jack Burnett
J. Camm
Roy & Elsie Carmichael
June Cauthers
Marion E. Cavers
Mei-Tak Choy
John & Jenne Counsell
In memory of Rosa De Francesco
Eleanor Dobson
Richard Ernst & Christine Fisher
In memory of William D. & Elizabeth Gaste
In memory of Rev. Nick Gostonyi
Helen E. Jarvis
Dave Kirvan
Terry & Priscilla Manning
Don & June McArthur
Elvin & Donelda McNally
Earl & Dorothy Mogk
Peter & Jean Morris
Florence Pharoah
Leonard & Glenna Pipe
Sean & Pauline Rea
Ron & Winnifred Ross
Wayne & Betty Soule
Wayne & Carol Taylor
Ruth M. Thatcher
Thomas Cyril & Margaret Clair Trainor
In memory of Jack Waterman
...and many anonymous donors

Circle of Life

Our Circle of Life members have made an on-going annual commitment of $1,500 or more.

Patron
Vincent & Bruna Barzotti - Barzotti Woodworking
Bob and Sharon Ireland
Ed & Linda Newton

Sponsor
Peter & Judy Colley
John & Tracey Duffy - Triumph Tool Ltd.
Alex & Susan Frasson
Frank Hasenfratz
Jim & Sandra Jarrell
Evan & Linda MacKinnon - MacKinnon Transport Inc.
Kevin McKitrick & Garry Wallace
Serge & Sherry Moraca - Meducom Health Inc.

Supporter
Bruce & Brenda Elliott
James and Lise Hewak
Andrew Lambden - Terra View Custom Homes
Bill & Lois MacKinnon
Andrew & Laura Parkes
Samir & Sangita Patel
James Sinkeldam
Angelo & Valerie Verdone

Friend
Andrew Anderson
June Cauthers
Gillian Cuthbert
Richard Ernst & Christine Fisher
Julianne Fleming
Steve Friesen & Suzanne Bone
Scott Granger & Marie Illerbrun
David Ing & Lynda Murray
Sue Lambden
Tom & Katharine Lammer
Andrew Maykut
Paul & Katie Richardson
Paul & Jean Truex
Benjamin Veige
Jeff & Sharron Watson

Third Party Events
AutoMall Car Sale
CIBC Wood Gundy Golf Tournament
Cody Moynihan Annual Magic Show
Downtown Gives Back
Harvey’s/Kelsey’s/ Montana’s/Swiss Chalet Annual BBQ
Manor Landscaping Garden Tour
Stone Road Mall’s Annual Charity Golf Tournament
Ted’s Tire Discounter Facebook Like Campaign
Terry Manning’s Coast to Coast Bike Ride
VBA Theatre Group Christmas Cabaret
Walk the Block
Zonta Club of Guelph Area Golf Tournament